How Textbooks, Materials, and Information Displays in Student Center and Class Search

Student Center:
1) No textbooks or materials needed for this section.

   ![Textbook Status]
   - There are no textbooks or materials for this section, as indicated by the instructor.

2) Textbooks, Additional Materials, Special Instructions and website URLS.

   ![Textbooks]
   - EASY ACCESS REFERENCE HANDBOOK FOR WRITERS
     - Author: KEENE
     - ISBN: 9780073203379
     - Last updated: 10/21/2008 12:04PM
   - FRESHMAN COMPOSITION READER
     - Author: YOUNG
     - ISBN: 9780738030401
     - Last updated: 10/21/2008 12:04PM

   ![Additional Materials]
   - Resource Name: Pocket Dictionary
     - Last updated: 10/21/2008 12:05PM

   ![Special Instructions for Textbooks or Materials]
   - Writing manual available from the department office.

Class Search:
1) No textbooks or materials needed for this section.

   ![Textbooks & Other Materials]
   - There are no textbooks or materials for this section, as indicated by the instructor.

   ![Special Instructions for Textbooks & Other Materials]
   - Writing manual available from the department office.

2) Textbooks, Additional Materials, Special Instructions and website URLS.

   ![Textbooks & Other Materials]
   - EASY ACCESS REFERENCE HANDBOOK FOR WRITERS
     - ISBN: 9780073203379
     - KEENE
     - MCG
     - 4TH Edition
     - Required
     - Last updated: 10/21/2008 12:04PM
   - FRESHMAN COMPOSITION READER
     - ISBN: 9780738030401
     - YOUNG
     - HAYDEN-MC
     - Required
     - Last updated: 10/21/2008 12:04PM

   ![Additional Materials]
   - Pocket Dictionary
     - Required
     - Last updated: 10/21/2008 12:05PM